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REAL NUMBERS 
 
MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 

1.  For any two positive integers a and b, HCF (a, b) × LCM (a, b) =  

(a) 1      (b) (a × b)/2      (c) a/b       (d) a × b 

2.    If two positive integers a and b are written as a = p3q2 and b = pq3; p, q are prime numbers, 
then HCF (a, b) is: 

        (a) pq       (b) pq2       (c) p3q3       d) p2q2   

3. What is the LCM of given numbers x and y when y is a multiple of x is 

(a) x            b) y                 c) xy                  d) x/y 

4. 2 + √2 is  

(a) an integer  (b) a rational number  (c) an irrational number  (d) none of these 

5. What is the greatest possible speed at which a man can walk 52 km and 91 km in an exact 
number of minutes? 
 (a)   17 m/min       (b)   7 m/min        (c)   13 m/min       (d)   26 m/min 

6. On a morning walk, three persons step off together and their steps measure 40 cm, 42 cm and 
45 cm, respectively. What is the minimum distance each should walk so that each can cover 
the same distance in complete steps? 

(a) 2520cm         (b) 2525cm        (c) 2555cm         (d) 2528cm 

7. Two alarm clocks ring their alarms at regular intervals of 50 seconds and 48 seconds. If they 
first beep together at 12 noon, at what time will they beep again for the first time ? 
(a) 12.20 pm    (b) 12.12 pm    (c) 12.11pm    (d) none of these 
 
Assertion & Reason 
DIRECTIONS : Each of these questions contains an Assertion followed by Reason. Read them 
carefully and answer the question on the basis of following options. You have to select the one 
that best describes the two statements. 
a) If both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation of 

Assertion 
b) If both Assertion and Reason are correct, but Reason is not the correct explanation of 

Assertion. 
c) If Assertion is correct but Reason is incorrect. 
d) If Assertion is incorrect but Reason is correct. 



 
1. Assertion : If L.C.M. {p, q} = 30 and H.C.F {p, q} = 5, then p.q = 150. 

Reason : L.C.M. of (a, b) × H.C.F of (a, b) = a.b. 
2. Assertion : 2 is a rational number. 

Reason : The square roots of all positive integers are irrationals. 
3. Assertion: The H.C.F. of two numbers is 16 and their product is 3072. Then their L.C.M. = 

162. 
Reason: If a and b are two positive integers, then H.C.F. × L.C.M. = a × b. 

Subjective Questions 

1. What is the HCF of smallest prime number and the smallest composite number? 
2. Can two numbers have 18 as their HCF and 380 as their LCM? Give reason. 
3. Prove that √11 is irrational. 

4. Prove that 3 + 5√2 is irrational. 

5. Prove that √2 + √3  is irrational. 
6. Find LCM and HCF of the following pairs of integers and verify that LCM × HCF = Product of 

integers:   i) 63 and 168     ii) 144 and 160    (iii) 510 and 92   
7. Find LCM and HCF of the following pairs of integers by applying prime factorization method:      

(i) 12, 15 and 21   (ii) 15, 24 and 36  (iii) 225, 336 and 360  (iv) 240, 1024 and 1536 
8. The HCF and LCM of two numbers are 145 and 2175 respectively. If one of these numbers is 

725, find the other number. 
9. The LCM of two numbers is 192 and their product is 3072. Find their HCF. 
10. The product of two numbers is 20736 and their HCF is 54. Find their LCM. 
11. The length, breadth and height of a room are 8 m 25 cm, 6 m 75 cm and 4 m 50 cm 

respectively. Determine the length of largest rod which can measure the three dimensions of 
the room exactly. 

12. Two tankers contains 850 litres and 680 litres of petrol respectively. Find the maximum 
capacity of a container which can measure the petrol of either tanker in exact number of 
times. 

13. 144 cartons of Coke Cans and 90 cartons of Pepsi Cans are to be stacked in a Canteen. If each 
stack is of the same height and is to contain cartons of the same drink, what would be the 
greatest number of cartons each stack would have? 

14. Two brands of chocolates are available in packs of 24 and 15 respectively. If I need to buy an 
equal number of chocolates of both kinds, what is the least number of boxes of each kind I 
would need to buy? 

15. In a school there are two sections, namely A and B, of class X. There are 30 students in section 
A and 28 students in section B. Find the minimum number of books required for their class 
library so that they can be distributed equally among students of section A or section B. 

16. In a seminar, the number of participants in Hindi, English and mathematics are 60, 84 and 
108 respectively. Find the minimum number of rooms required, if in each room, the same 
number of participants are to be seated and all of them being in the same subject. 

 
 
Case study based questions 
Study the given Case/Passage and answer the following questions. 



Qn 1.   In a school, buses are hired to take the students of Std-X on a field trip. There are 156, 
208 and 260 students in groups A,B and C respectively. Minimum number of buses to be hired 
for this purpose. Same number of students should be accommodated in each bus and a 
separate  bus to be arranged for the separate group.  
 

 
 

1. Maximum number of students to be accommodated in each bus is 
a. 52            b. 60          c. 64          d. 70 

2. How many buses will be required for group A students? 
a. 6          b. 5        c. 4         d. 3 

3. If group-C will not be taken along and 26 students of group-A refused to join. Then the 
minimum number of buses required to accommodate remaining students is ____________ 
a. 12            b. 13          c. 14          d. 15 

4. What is the minimum number of buses required for all the students? 
a. 10       b. 12       c. 14       d. 16 

Qn 2.  A seminar is being conducted by an Educational Organisation, where the participants will 
be educators of different subjects. The number of participants in Hindi, English and Mathematics 
are 60, 84 and 108 respectively.  

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
1. Find the LCM of 60, 84 and 108. 
2. If in each room the same number of participants are to be seated and all of them being in the 

same subject, find the  maximum number participants that can be accommodated in each 
room  

3. What is the minimum number of rooms required during the event? 
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POLYNOMIALS 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 
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Assertion Reasoning questions 

DIRECTIONS : Each of these questions contains an Assertion followed by Reason. Read them 

carefully and answer the question on the basis of following options. You have to select the one that 

best describes the two statements. 

a) If both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation of 

Assertion 

b) If both Assertion and Reason are correct, but Reason is not the correct explanation of 

Assertion. 

c) If Assertion is correct but Reason is incorrect. 

d) If Assertion is incorrect but Reason is correct. 

 

 

  

 

   

 

  

 

 

Subjective Questions 
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Case study based questions 

1. Priya and her husband Aman who is an architect by profession, visited France. They went to 

see Mont Blanc Tunnel which is a highway tunnel between France and Italy, under the Mont 

Blanc Mountain in the Alps, and has a parabolic cross-section. The mathematical 

representation of the tunnel is shown in the graph. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Based on the above information, answer the following questions. 

(1) The zeroes of the polynomial whose graph is given, are 
(a) -2, 8 
(b)-2, -8 
(c) 2,8 
(d) -2,0 
(2) What will be the expression of the polynomial given in diagram? 
(a) x2 – 6x + 16 
(b) -x2 + 6x + 16 
(c) x2 + 6x + 16 
(d) -x2 – 6x – 16 
(3) What is the value of the polynomial. represented by the graph, when x = 4? 
(a) 22 
(b) 23 
(c) 24 
(d) 25 
(4) If the tunnel is represented by -x2+3x-2. then its zeroes are 
(a) -1, -2 
(b) 1, -2 
(c) -1, 2 
(d) 1, 2 
(5) If one of the zero is 4 and sum of zeroes is -3, then representation of tunnel as a 
polynomial is 
(a) x2-x+24 
(b)-x2-3x+28 
(c) x2+x+28 
(d) x2-x+28 
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PAIR OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO VARIABLES 

 

 



1). Assertion:The pairs of equations x+2y-5 = 0 and -4x-8y+20=0 have infinitely many 
solution. 

Reason: if a1/a2 = b1/b2 = c1/c2 then  the pair of equations has infinitely many 
solutions.  

a) both assertion and reason are correct and reason is correct explanation for assertion 

b) both assertion and reason are correct but reason is correct explanation for assertion 

c) assertion is correct but reason is false 

d) both assertion and reason are false 

2). Assertion: The pair of equations 5x – 15y = 8 and 3x – 9y = 24/5 has infinitely many 
solution. 

Reason: a1/a2 = b1/b2 ≠ c1/c2. it satisfy the condition of infinitely many solution . 

a) both assertion and reason are correct and reason is correct explanation for assertion 

b) both assertion and reason are correct but reason is correct explanation for assertion 

c) assertion is correct but reason is false 

d) both assertion and reason are false 

3). Assertion: The linear equations x−2y−3=0 and 3x+4y−20=0 have exactly one 
solution. 

Reason: The linear equations 2x+3y−9=0 and 4x+6y−18=0 have a unique solution. 

a) both assertion and reason are correct and reason is correct explanation for assertion 

b) both assertion and reason are correct but reason is correct explanation for assertion 

c) assertion is correct but reason is false 

d) both assertion and reason are false 

CASE STUDY BASED QUESTION 

Mr Manoj  arranged a lunch party for some of his friends. The expense of the lunch are 
partly constant and partly proportional to the number of guests. The expenses amount 
to Rs 650 for 7 guests and Rs 970 for 11 guests . Denote the constant expense by Rs x 
and proportional expense per person by Rs y and answer the following questions. 

(i) Represent both the situations algebraically. 

(ii) Find the constant expense as well as the proportional expense 

(iii) If there were  15 guests at the lunch party, then what amount Mr Manoj has to 
pay? 
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Quadratic equations 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(5) The roots of quadratic equation 5x2 – 4x + 5 = 0 are 

(a) Real & Equal              (b) Real & Unequal      (c) Not real          (d) Non-real and equal 

(6) If the one root of the equation 4x2 – 2x + p – 4 = 0 is the reciprocal of other, the value of p is 

(a) 8                   (b) – 8           (c) – 4            (d) 4 

Assertion-Reason  Questions 

In the following questions, a statement of assertion (A) is followed by a statement of reason (R). 

Mark the correct choice as: 

(a) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason (R) is the correct explanation of 

assertion (A). 

(b) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true but reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 

assertion (A). 

(c) Assertion (A) is true but reason (R) is false. 

(d) Assertion (A) is false but reason (R) is true. 

 

 

 

 

1. If ½ is a root of the equation 𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑥 −
5

4
= 0 , then find the value of k. 

2. Find the values of k for which the equation    𝑥2 + 5𝑘𝑥 + 16 = 0   has no real roots. 

3. What will be the nature of roots of quadratic equation 2x2 – 4x + 3 = 0? 

4. Find the value of k for which the equation x2 + k(2x + k − 1)+ 2 = 0 has real and equal 

roots. 



5. If  –5 is a root of the quadratic equation 2x2 + px – 15 = 0 and the quadratic equation         

p(x2 + x) + k = 0 has equal roots, then find the value of k. 

6. Find the value of c for which the quadratic equation 4x2 – 2(c + 1)x + (c + 1) = 0 has equal 

roots, which are real. 

7. A two digit number is four times the sum of the digits. It is also equal to 3 times the product 

of digits. Find the number. 

8. Solve the following quadratic equations by the factorisation method. 

a. 3 (x 2 – 4) = 5x 

b. 3𝑥2 − 2√6𝑥 + 2 = 0 

c. √2𝑥2 + 7𝑥 + 5√2 = 0 

d. 2𝑥2 − 2𝑥 +
1

8
= 0 

9. Find the roots of the following quadratic equations by applying the quadratic formula 

a. 4𝑥2 + 4√3𝑥 + 3 = 0 

b. 𝑝2𝑥2 + (𝑝2 − 𝑞2)𝑥 − 𝑞2 = 0 

c. 𝑥2 +  5𝑥 – (𝑎2  +  𝑎 –  6)  =  0 

d. abx2 + (b2 – ac) x – bc = 0 

10. Find the nature of the roots of the following quadratic equation. If the real roots exist, find 

them:   3𝑥2 − 4√3𝑥 + 4 = 0 

11. If the equation (1 + m2)x2 + 2mcx + c2 – a2 = 0 has equal roots, show that c2 = a2(1 + m2). 

12. A takes 6 days less than the time taken by B to finish a piece of work. If both A and B 

together can finish it in 4 days, find the time taken by B to finish the work.. 

13. If sin𝜃 and cos 𝜃  are roots of the equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, prove that a2 – b2 + 2ac = 0. 

14. A person on tour has ₹ 4200 for his expenses. If he extends his tour for 3 days, he has to cut 

down his daily expenses by ₹70. Find the original duration of the tour. 

15. A two-digit number is such that the product of its digits is 18. When 63 is subtracted from 

the number, the digits interchange their places. Find the number. 

16. A bus travels at a certain average speed for a distance of 75 km and then travels a distance 

of 90 km at an average speed of 10 km/hr more than the first speed. If it takes 3 hours to 

complete the total journey, find its original speed. 

17. Seven years ago Varun’s age was five times the square of Swati’s age. Three years hence, 

Swati’s age will be two-fifth of Varun’s age. Find their present ages. 

18. In a rectangular park of dimensions 50 m × 40 m, a rectangular pond is constructed so that 

the area of grass strip of uniform width surrounding the pond would be 1184 m2 . Find the 

length and breadth of the pond. 

19. The difference of squares of two numbers is 88. If the larger number is 5 less than twice the 

smaller number, then find the two numbers. 

20. Two water taps together can fill a tank in 6 hours. The tap of larger diameter takes 9 hours 

less than the smaller one to fill the tank separately. Find the time in which each tap can 

separately fill the tank. 

Case study questions 



To transmit a signal, a controller sends it through the horn, and the dish focuses the signal into a 

relatively narrow beam. When the signal reaches the viewer's house, it is captured by the satellite 

dish.  

A satellite dish is just a special kind of antenna designed to focus on a specific broadcast source. The 

standard dish consists of a parabolic (bowl-shaped) surface and a central feed horn. To transmit a 

signal, a controller sends it through the horn, and the dish focuses the signal into a relatively 

narrow beam.  

The parabolic shape is due to the quadratic polynomial which is in the standard form P (x) = 

ax2+bx+c  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. If the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial representing the curve of dish are − 5 and − 6 

then find the polynomial 

2. If α and β are the zeroes of the polynomial p (x) = x2 − px + 36 and α2 + β2 = 9, find the 

value of p  

3. If the polynomial representing the curve is p (x) =  𝑥2  +  
𝑥

6
+

1

5
  then find the factors of 

the polynomial. 

2. Raj and Ajay are very close friends. Both the families decide to go to Ranikhet by their 

own cars. Raj’s car travels at a speed of x km/h while Ajay’s car travels 5 km/h faster than 

Raj’s car. Raj took 4 hours more than Ajay to complete the journey of 400 km.  

 



 

(i) What will be the distance covered by Ajay’s car in two hours? 

(ii) Which of the following quadratic equation describe the speed of Raj’s car? 
(a) x2 − 5x − 500 = 0 
(b) x2 + 4x − 400 = 0 
(c) x2 + 5x − 500 = 0 
(d) x2 − 4x + 400 = 0 

(iii)  What is the speed of Raj’s car? How much time Ajay took to travel 400 km? 
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ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS 

Multiple choice questions 

1. The next term of the AP: √8, √18, √32….is  

           (a) 5√2           (b) 5√3        (c) 3√3          (d) 3√5 

2. A man receives Rs. 60 for the first week and Rs. 3 more each week than the 
preceding week. How    much does he earn by the 20th week?  

             (a) Rs. 1760       (b) Rs. 1770       (c) Rs. 1780      (d) Rs. 1790 

3. The missing terms in AP: __, 13, __, 3 are: 

           (a) 11 and 9      (b) 17 and 9      (c) 18 and 8     (d) 18 and 9 

4. If 17th term of an A.P. exceeds its 10th term by 7. The common difference is: 

           (a) 1       (b) 2      (c) 3      (d) 4 

5.  What is the common difference of an AP in which a18 – a14 = 32? 

           (a) 8       (b) -8      (c) -4      (d) 4 

6. Assertion: Sum of natural number from 1 to 100 is 5050 

 Reason: Sum of n natural number is n(n+1)/2 

a.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation for 
Assertion 

b.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is not the correct explanation 
for Assertion. 

c.) assertion is true but the reason is false. 

d.) both assertion and reason are false. 

7. Assertion : The sum of the series with the nth term, tn = (9 – 5n) is (465), when 
no. of terms n = 15. 
Reason : Given series is in A.P. and sum of n terms of an A.P. is 

a.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation for 
Assertion 



b.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is not the correct explanation 
for Assertion. 

c.) assertion is true but the reason is false. 

d.) both assertion and reason are false. 

Subjective Questions 
1. Which term of the following A.P. 27, 24, 21, .....-... is zero ? 
2. If the first term of an A.P. is p and the common difference is q, then find its 

10th term. 
3. If nth term of an A.P. is (2n + 1), what is the sum of its first three terms ? 
4. Find the 12th term from the end of the AP: –2, – 4, – 6, ..., – 100 
5. .The 4th term of an AP is zero. Prove that the 25th term is three times its 11th 

term. 
6. The sum of the 5th and 7th terms of an AP is 52 and the 10th term is 46. Find 

the AP. 
7. An AP consists of 50 terms of which 3rd term is 12 and the last term is 106. 

Find the 29th term. 
8. If 1

𝑥𝑥+2,
 , 1
𝑥𝑥+3

 and 1
𝑥𝑥+5

are in AP, find the value of x. 
9. Which term of the AP: 115, 110, 105, ..... is its first negative term? 
10. The pth, qth and rth terms of an AP are a, b and c respectively. Show that          

a(q – r) + b(r – p) + c(p – q) = 0. 
11. If m times the mth term of an Arithmetic Progression is equal to n times its      

nth term and m ≠ n, show that the (m + n)th term of the AP is zero. 
12. The sum of the 4th and 8th terms of an AP is 24 and the sum of the 6th and 10th 

terms is 44. Find the first three terms of the AP. 
13. Which term of the A.P. 8, 14, 20, 26, ....... will be 72 more than its 41st term. 
14. Find the number of natural numbers between 102 and 998 which are 

divisible by 2 and 5 both. 
15. How many two digit numbers are divisible by 7 ? 
16.  In an A.P., if S5+ S7 = 167 and S10 = 235, then find the A.P., where Sn denotes 

the sum of first n terms. 
17. Find the middle term of the A.P. 213, 205, 197, ..... 37 
18. If the sum of first m terms of an A.P. is the same as the sum of its first n terms, 

show that the sum of its first (m + n) terms is zero. 
19. Divide 56 in four parts in A.P. such that the ratio of the product of their 

extremes (1st and 4th) to the product of middle (2nd and 3rd) is 5 : 6. 



20. The sum of first n terms of three arithmetic progressions are S1, S2 and S3 
respectively. The first term of each A.P. is 1 and common differences are 1, 2 
and 3 respectively. Prove that S1 + S3 = 2S2. 

21. If the sum of the first n terms of an A.P. is 1
2
[3n2 + 7n], then find its nth term. 

Hence write its 20th term. 
22. If Sn denotes the sum of first n terms of an A.P, prove that S30 = 3 ( S20─ S10). 
23. The sum of three numbers in A.P. is 12 and sum of their cubes is 288. Find the 

numbers. 
24. If the sum of m terms of an AP is the same as the sum of its n terms, show that 

the sum of its (m + n) terms is zero. 
25. Find the sum of the integers between 100 and 200 that are 

 (a) divisible by 9    (b) not divisible by 9 
26. Find the value of 

   5 + (-41) +9+ (-39) + 13 + (-37) + 17+…….. + (-5) +81 + (-3). 
 
CASE STUDY 
 

1. Your elder brother wants to buy a car and plans to take loan from a bank for 
his car. He repays his total loan of Rs 1,18,000 by paying every month starting 
with the first instalment of Rs 1000. If he increases the instalment by Rs 100 
every month , answer the following: 
Q 1. Find the amount paid by him in 30th instalment.  
Q 2. Find the total amount paid by him after 30 instalments. 

           Q 3. If total installments are 40 then amount paid in the last installment? 
2. Veer wants to participate in a 200 m race. Presently, he can run 200 m in 51 

seconds and during each day practice it takes him 2 seconds less. He wants to 
do in 31 seconds. 
Q 1. Form an A P for the given situation and find out the minimum number of 
days he needs to practice before the day his goal is achieved? 
Q 2. Find the nth term of the A P. 
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TRIANGLES 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 

1. If in two triangles ABC and DEF,                                               then 

(a) ∆ABC ~ ∆DEF 

(b) ∆ABC ~ ∆EDF 

(c) ∆ABC ~ ∆EFD 

(d) ∆ABC ~ ∆DFE 

2.    

 

 

 

 

 5.    

 

 

  6.    

 

 

   7.   

 

8.    In ∆ABC, DE || BC and AD/BC = 3/5. If AC = 4.8 cm the find the length of AE.  

           (a) 2                 (b) 3                 (c) 5                 (d) 1.8 



9.   In the given figure, two line segments AC and BD intersect each other at the point P such that  

PA = 6 cm, PB = 3 cm, PC = 2.5 cm, PD = 5 cm, ∠APB = 50⁰ and ∠CDP = 30⁰ then ∠PBA = ?  

 

 

 

10.    

 

 

Assertion & Reason 

DIRECTIONS : Each of these questions contains an Assertion followed by Reason. Read them 

carefully and answer the question on the basis of following options. You have to select the 

one that best describes the two statements. 

a) If both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation of 

Assertion 

b) If both Assertion and Reason are correct, but Reason is not the correct explanation of 

Assertion. 

c) If Assertion is correct but Reason is incorrect. 

d) If Assertion is incorrect but Reason is correct. 

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

   



 

  Subjective Questions 

1. P and Q are the points on the sides DE and DF of a triangle DEF such that DP = 5 cm, DE = 

15 cm, DQ= 6 cm and QF = 18 cm. Is PQ// EF? Give reasons for your answer 

2. If in two right triangles, one of the acute angles of one triangle is equal to an acute angle of 

the other triangle, can you say that the two triangles will be similar? Why?  

3. A girl of height 90 cm is walking away from the base of a lamp post at a speed of 1.2m/s. If 

the lamp is 3.6 m above the ground, find the length of her shadow after 4 seconds.  

4. AD is a median of ∆ ABC. The bisector of ∠ADB and ∠ADC meet AB and AC in E and F 

respectively. Prove that EF || BC 

5. Find the value of x for which DE // AB, in the given figure. 

 

 

 

6.  

 

 

   

7. The perimeters of two similar triangles are 25 cm and 15 cm respectively. If one side of the 

first triangle is 9 cm, find the corresponding side of the second triangle. 

8.    

 

 

 

9.    

 



10.  

    

 

 

 

CASE STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. A scale drawing of an object is the same shape at the object but a different size. The 

scale of a drawing is a comparison of the length used on a drawing to the length it 

represents. The scale is written as a ratio. The ratio of two corresponding sides in 

similar figures is called the scale factor  

Scale factor= length in image / corresponding length in object  

If one shape can become another using revising, then the shapes are similar. Hence, two 

shapes are similar when one can become the other after a resize, flip, slide or turn. In 

the photograph below showing the side view of a train engine. Scale factor is 1:200 

 

 

This means that a length of 1 cm on the photograph above corresponds to a length of 

200cm or 2 m, of the actual engine. The scale can also be written as the ratio of two 

lengths. 1. If the length of the model is 11cm, then the overall length of the engine in the 

photograph above, including the couplings (mechanism used to connect) is: 

 a) 22cm b) 220cm c) 220m d) 22m 

 2. What will affect the similarity of any two polygons? 

 a) They are flipped horizontally 

 b) They are dilated by a scale factor  

c) They are translated down  

d) They are not the mirror image of one another. 



 3. What is the actual width of the door if the width of the door in photograph is 0.35cm? 

 a) 0.7m     b) 0.7cm      c) 0.07cm     d) 0.07m  

4. If two similar triangles have a scale factor 5:3 which statement regarding the two 

triangles is true?  

a) The ratio of their perimeters is 15:1 

 b) Their altitudes have a ratio 25:15  

c) Their medians have a ratio 10:4  

d) Their angle bisectors have a ratio 11:5 

5. The length of AB in the given figure: 

a) 8cm 

 b) 6cm 

 c) 4cm  

 d) 10cm 
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1. The distance of the point A (-5,6) from the origin is ____. 

2. If the point P (2,1) lies on the line segment joining A( 4,2) and B(8,4) then 

 
3. If the distance of P(x ,y)   from A( 6, 2), and B( -2, 6) are equal, then  

(a) x  =2y  (b) y=2 x  (c) y=3 x  (d) x= 3 y 

4.  If the distance between the points (x,-1) and (3,2 )is 5, then find the value of ‘x’. 

5. The points A (4, 7), B (p ,3) and C( 7, 3) are the vertices of a right triangle, right-angled at B . 

The value of p will be 

6. Find the equation of the perpendicular bisector of line segment joining points A(4,5)and B(-2,3)  

7. Point P divides the line segment joining R(-1,3) and S(9,8) in the ratio k:1. If P lies on the line 

x- y+2 =0, find the value of k. 

8. The distance between the points ( sin𝜃 , −𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 , 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃) 𝑖𝑠 ____. 

9. The point (a/8, 4) is the midpoint of the line joining the points A (-5,2)  and B (4,6), the value of 

‘a’is ___. 

10. If (x,y) are coordinates of the centroid of a triangle whose vertices are A(0,-2) , B ( 3,1) and 

C(0,4)  then find x and y . 

11. If P ( 
𝑎

3
 , 4) is the mid- point of the line segment joining the points Q (-6,5) and R(-2,3) find the 

value of ‘a’. 

12. Determine the ratio in which the line 3x+y-9=0 divides the line segment joining the points (1,3) 

and (2,7). 

13. Find the coordinates of a point which lies on the perpendicular bisector of the line segment 

joining the points (-2,-5 )and B( 2, 5) . 

14. The vertices of a parallelogram taken in order are A(1,2), B(4,y), C(x,6) and D( 3,5).              

Find x and y. 

15. Find the distance of the point (1,2) from the mid-point of the line segment joining the points 

(6,8) and (2,4). 

16. Find the fourth vertex D of the parallelogram ABCD whose three vertices are A(-2,3), B(6,7) 

and C(8,3). 

17. If the point P(k,0) divides the line segment joining the points A (2.-2) and B(-7,4) in the ratio 

1:2, the find the value of ‘k’. 

18. Let P and Q be the points of trisection of the line segment joining the points A(2,-2) and B(-7,4) 

such that P is nearer to A. Find the coordinates of P and Q. 

19. Find the ratio in which the line segment joining (3,4) and (-2,1) is divided by the y-axis. 

20. A line intersects the y-axis and x-axis at the points P and Q respectively. If (2,-5) is the mid-

point of PQ, then find the coordinates of P and Q. 

 



Assertion Reason questions 

DIRECTION : In the following questions, a statement of assertion (A) is followed by a 

statement of reason (R). Mark the correct choice as: 

(a)Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason (R) is the correct explanation of 

assertion (A).  

(b)Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true but reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 

assertion (A).  

(c)Assertion (A) is true but reason (R) is false. 

(d)Assertion (A) is false but reason (R) is true. 

        1. 

 

 

        2.  

      

 

 

Case study based questions 

 

 

1. Satellite Images : Satellite images are images of Earth collected by imaging satellites 

operated by governments and businesses around the world. Satellite imaging companies sell 

images by licensing them to governments and businesses such as Apple Maps and Google 

Maps. It should not be confused for astronomy images collected by space telescope. Barun 

lives in Jaipur in Vaishali. Satellite image of his colony is shown in given figure. In this 

view, his house is pointed out by a flag, which is situated at the point of intersection of x and 

y - axes. If he goes 2 cm east and 3 cm north from the house, then he reaches to a grocery 

store, If he goes 4 cm west and 6 cm south from the house, then he reaches to his office. If he 

goes 6 cm east and 8 cm south from the house, then he reaches to a food court. If he goes 6 

cm west and 8 cm north from the house, he reaches to a his kid’s school. Based on the above 

information, answer the following questions    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

2. Morning assembly is an integral part of the school’s schedule. Almost all the schools 

conduct morning assemblies which include prayers, information of latest happenings, 

inspiring thoughts, speech, national anthem, etc. A good school is always particular about 

their morning assembly schedule. Morning assembly is important for a child’s development. 

It is essential to understand that morning assembly is not just about standing in long queues 

and singing prayers or national anthem, but it’s something beyond just prayers. All the 

activities carried out in morning assembly by the school staff and students have a great 

influence in every point of life. The positive effects of attending school assemblies can be 

felt throughout life. 

 

Have you noticed that in school assembly you always stand in row and column and this make a 

coordinate system. Suppose a school have 100 students and they all assemble in prayer in 10 

rows as given above. Here A,B,C and D are four friends Amar, Bharat, Colin and David.  

           Answer the following questions 

a. Find the distances  AB, CD ,AD and BC 

b. Find the distance between A and C and also between D and B 

c. Is it possible to place Omar in the assembly in such a way that he is equidistant from each of the four 

students A, B, C and D? If so, what should be his position? Give reason in support of your answer. 
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

  

          

       6.  

 

 

       7.  

 

 

       8.   

 

        

     9.    

 

 

    10.    

 



Assertion and Reason questions 

DIRECTION : In the following questions, a statement of assertion (A) is followed by a statement of 

reason (R). Mark the correct choice as: 

(a)Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason (R) is the correct explanation of assertion 

(A). 

(b)Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true but reason (R) is not the correct explanation of 

assertion (A). 

(c)Assertion (A) is true but reason (R) is false. 

(d)Assertion (A) is false but reason (R) is true. 

   

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

Subjective questions 

1. If sin (A + B) = 1 and cos (A – B) =  
√3

2
, then find A and B. 

2.    

 

3. Prove that (√ 3 + 1) (3 – cot 30⁰) = tan3 60⁰ - 2 sin 60⁰.  

4.    

 

  

5. Evaluate 

 

6. If sin ϴ = cos ϴ, find the value of 2 tan2ϴ + sin2ϴ - 1 

7. Find the value of sin 30⁰, sin 45⁰ and sin 60⁰ geometrically. 

8.  

 

9. If x𝑠𝑖𝑛3𝜃 + 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜃 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 and x sin ϴ = y cos ϴ, prove that x2 + y2 = 1 

10. If tan ϴ + sin ϴ = m and tan ϴ - sin ϴ = n, then prove that m2 – n 2 = 4 √𝑚𝑛 

 

11. Prove that 

   

 

12. Prove that 

 

13. Prove that : 𝑠𝑒𝑐2𝜃 −
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃−2𝑠𝑖𝑛4𝜃

2𝑐𝑜𝑠4𝜃−𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃
= 1 

 

14. Prove that   

 



15. In ∆𝑂𝑃𝑄 right angled at P, OP = 7cm and OQ – PQ =1 cm. Determine the values of sin Q and 

cos Q 

 

 

Case study based questions 

 
1. Ritu's daughter is feeling so hungry and so thought of eating something. She looked into the 

fridge and found some bread pieces. She decided to make a sandwich. She cut the piece of 

bread diagonally and found that it forms a right angled triangle with sides 4 cm, 4√3 cm and 

8 cm. 

 
 

On the basis of above information, answer the following questions. 
 
1 Find the value of ∠M and ∠K 
 
2.  Prove that   𝑠𝑒𝑐2𝑀 − 1 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛2M 

3.  Find the value of   
𝑡𝑎𝑛245°−1

𝑡𝑎𝑛245°+1
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CHAPTER- 9    Some Applications of Trigonometry   

1. If the length of the shadow of a tree is decreasing then the angle of elevation is: 

(a) Increasing    (b) Decreasing     (c) Remains the same  (d) None of the above 

2. The angle of elevation of the top of a building from a point on the ground, which 

is 30 m away from the foot of the building, is 30°. The height of the building is: 

(a) 10 m            (b) 30/√3 m         (c) √3/10 m                  (d) 30 m 

3. If a tower 6m high casts a shadow of 2√3 m long on the ground, then the sun’s 
elevation is: 

(a) 60°               (b) 45°                 (c) 30°                           (d) 90° 

4. The angle formed by the line of sight with the horizontal when the point is below 
the horizontal level is called: 

(a)Angle of elevation (b)Angle of depression (c)No such angle is formed (d)None of 
the above 

5. The height or length of an object or the distance between two distant objects 

can be determined with the help of: 

(a) Trigonometry angles (b) Trigonometry ratios (c) Trigonometry identities       

(d) None of the above 

     Assertion and Reason Questions 

6. Assertion: The angle of elevation of an object viewed, is the angle formed by the 
line of sight with the horizontal when it is above the horizontal level. 
Reason: The angle of depression of an object viewed, is the angle formed by the 

line of sight with the horizontal when it is below the horizontal level. 
a) Both assertion and reason are correct and reason is correct explanation for 

assertion. 
b) Both Assertion and Reason are correct but reason is not correct explanation 
for assertion. 

         c) Assertion is correct but reason is false. 

         d) Both Assertion and Reason are false. 

7.  Assertion: If the length of shadow of a vertical pole is equal to its height, then 

the angle of elevation of the sun is 45° 

Reason : According to Pythagoras Theorem, ℎ2= 𝑙2 + 𝑏2, where h = hypotenuse, l 
= length and b = base 

a) Both assertion and reason are correct and reason is correct explanation for 
assertion. 



      b) Both Assertion and Reason are correct but reason is not correct explanation 
for assertion. 

c)Assertion is correct but reason is false. 

d)Both Assertion and Reason are false. 
 
Answer the following questions: 

8. The angle of depression of an object on the ground, from the top of a 25 m high 
tower is 30°. Find the distance of the object from the base of tower.  [Ans: 25√3] 

9. The shadow of a tower standing on level ground is found to be 40 m longer 

when the Sun’s altitude is 30° than when it was 60°. Find the height of the 

tower.                                                                                         [ Ans: 20√3 m] 

10. A ladder, leaning against a wall, makes an angle of 60˚ with the horizontal. If 

the foot of the ladder is 2.5m away from the wall, find the length of the ladder.               

[ Ans: 5m ]  

11. From a point on a bridge across a river the angle of depression of the banks on 

opposite sides of the river are 30° and 45° respectively. If the bridge is at the 

height of 30 m from the banks, find the width of the river.    [Ans: 30(1 + √3) m ] 

12. A tree breaks due to a storm and the broken part bends so that the top of the 

tree touches the ground making an angle of 30° with the ground. The distance 

between the foot of the tree to the point where the top touches the ground is 8 

m. Find the height of the tree.                                                      [Ans:  8√3 m ] 

13. Two ships are approaching a light house from opposite directions. The angle 

of depression of two ships from top of the light house are 30˚and 45˚. If the 

distance between two ships is 100m., find the height of light house.                   

( √3 = 1.732)                                                                               [ Ans: 36.60m] 

14. Two men standing on opposite sides of a tower measure the angles of 

elevation of the top of the tower are 30˚ and 60˚ respectively. If the height of the 

tower is 20m, the find the distance between the two men.             [Ans: 
80√3

3
 m ] 

15. The tops of two towers of height x and y, standing on level ground, subtend 

angles of 30˚ and 60˚ respectively at the centre of the line joining their feet, then 

find x:y .                                                                               [ Ans: x : y = 1 : 3 ]  

16. A man on a cliff observes a boat at an angle of depression of 30˚ which is 

approaching the shore to the point immediately beneath the observer with a 

uniform speed. 6 minutes later, the angle of depression of the boat is found to 

be 60˚. Find the time taken by the boat to reach the shore.      [Ans: 9 minutes] 

17. From the top of a building 60m high the angles of depression of the top and 

the bottom of a tower are observed to be 30˚ and 60˚. Find the height of the 

tower.                                                                                             [ Ans: 40m] 

18. The angle of elevation of a cloud from a point h metres above the surface of a 

lake is 𝜃 and the angle of depression of its reflection in the lake is ∅. Prove that 

the height of the cloud above the lake is h[ 
𝒕𝒂𝒏∅ +𝒕𝒂𝒏𝜽

𝒕𝒂𝒏∅  −𝒕𝒂𝒏𝜽
 ] 

 



CASE STUDY QUESTIONS 

 

19.    In a village group of people complained for an electric fault in their area. 

On their complained, an electrician reached village to repair an electric fault on 

a pole of height 5m. She needs to reach a point 1.3m below the top of the pole 

to undertake the repair work. She used a ladder, inclined at an angle of 60˚to 

the horizontal to reach the required position.  

             

i) Find the length BD. 

ii) How far from the foot of the pole should she place the foot of the ladder?   

iii) If the height of pole and distance BD is doubled, then what will be the length 

of the ladder (take √3 = 1.73 ). 

20. A boy is standing on the top of light house. He observed that two boats P 

and Q are approaching to the light house from opposite directions. He finds that 

angle of depression of boat P is 45˚ and angle of depression od boat Q is 30˚. He 

also knows that height of the light house is 100m.  

         

 

 Based on the above information, answer the following questions. 

i) If ∠YAB = 30˚, then ∠ABD is also 30˚, why? 

ii) Find the distance of CD. 

iii) Find the distance of AB. 

************************ 
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CIRCLES 

1. In the given figure, if ZRPS = 25Â°, the value of <ROS is 

 
(a) 135° 

(b) 145° 

(c) 165° 

(d) 155° 

2.  Number of tangents drawn at a point of the , circle is/are 

(a) one 

(b) two 

(c) none 

(d) infinite 

3.  The length of a tangent drawn from a point at a distance of 10 cm of circle is 8 cm. The 

radius of the circle is 

(a) 4 cm 

(b) 5 cm 

(c) 6 cm 

(d) 7 cm 

4. In given figure, CP and CQ are tangents to a circle with centre O. ARB is another 

tangent touching the circle at R. If CP = 11 cm and BC = 6 cm then the length of BR is 

 
(a) 6 cm 

(b) 5 cm 

(c) 4 cm 

(d) 3 cm 

5.  In figure AT is a tangent to the circle with centre O such that OT = 4 cm and < OTA = 

30°. Then AT is equal to  

(a) 4 cm 

(b) 2 cm 

(c) 23 cm 



(d) 43 cm 

 
6. In figure if O is centre of a circle, PQ is a chord and the tangent PR at P makes an angle 

of 50° with PQ, then âˆ POQ is equal to  

 
(a) 100° 

(b) 80° 

(c) 90 

(d) 75° 

7. In the given figure, PA and PB are tangents to the circle with centre O. If ∠APB = 60°, 

then calculate ∠OAB 

 
(a) 30 

(b) 40 

(c) 45 

(d) 90 

8. n the given figure, a circle touches the side DF of AEDF at H and touches ED and EF 

produced at K&M respectively. If EK = 9 cm, calculate the perimeter of triangleEDF  

 
(a) 17cm 

(b) 18cm 



(c) 20cm 

(d) 21cm 

9. n the given figure, AP, AQ and BC are tangents to the circle. If AB = 5 cm, AC = 6 cm 

and BC = 4 cm, then calculate the length of AP (in cm). (2012OD) 

(a) 7cm  (b) 3.5cm  (c) 7.5cm 

10. In the given figure, a circle is inscribed in a quadrilateral ABCD touching its sides AB, 

BC, CD and AD at P, Q, R and S respectively. If the radius DA of the circle is 10 cm, BC 

= 38 cm, PB = 27 cm and AD ⊥ CD, then calculate the length of CD. (2013OD) 

(a) 21cm  (b) 20cm  (c) 19cm  (d) 22cm 

Assertion reasoning  

11.  Assertion: If length of a tangent from an external point to a circle is 8 

cm, then length of the other tangent from 

the same point is 8 cm. 

Reason: length of the tangents drawn from an external point to a 

circle are equal. 

a) If both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct 

explanation of Assertion. 

(b) If both Assertion and Reason are correct, but Reason is not the 

correct explanation of Assertion. 

(c) If Assertion is correct but Reason is incorrect. 

(d) If Assertion is incorrect but Reason is correct. 

12.  Assertion: If in a cyclic quadrilateral, one angle is 40°, then the 

opposite angle is 140° 



Reason: Sum of opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral is equal to 

360° 

13.  Prove that in two concentric circles, the chord of the larger circle, which touches the smaller circle, 

is bisected at the point of contact. 

14. Prove that the tangents drawn at the ends of a diameter of a circle are parallel. 

 15. A quadrilateral ABCD is drawn to circumscribe a circle. Prove that AB + CD = AD + BC. 

 16. In given below left figure, AB is the diameter of a circle with centre O and AT is a tangent. If ∠AOQ = 

58 , find ∠ATQ.                                       

 

 

17. In the above right sided figure, AB is a chord of the circle and AOC is its diameter such that ∠ACB = 

50°. If AT is the tangent to the circle at the point A, then find ∠BAT.  

                                                          

 

 

18. Prove that the lengths of the tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are equal.  

19. Prove that the tangent to a circle is perpendicular to the radius through the point of contact.  

20. Two tangents TP and TQ are drawn to a circle with centre O from an external point T. Prove that ∠ 

PTQ = 2 ∠ OPQ. 

21.  Varun has been selected by his School to design logo for Sports Day T-shirts for 

students and staff. The logo design is as given in the figure and he is working on the 

fonts and different colours according to the theme. In given figure, a circle with 



centre O is 

inscribed in a △ABC, such that it touches the sides AB,BC and CA at 

points D,E and F respectively. The lengths of 

sides AB,BC and CA are 12 cm,8 cm and 10 cm respectively. 

 

 

1. Find the length of AD 
a) 7 
b) 8 
c) 5 
d) 9 
2. Find the Length of BE 
a) 8 
b) 5 
c) 2 
d) 9 
3. Find the length of CF 
a) 9 
b) 5 
c) 2 
d) 3 

4. If radius of the circle is 4 cm, Find the area of △OAB 
a) 20 
b) 36 
c) 24 
d) 48 

5. Find area of △ABC 
a) 50 
b) 60 
c) 100 
d) 90 
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1. Perimeter of a sector of a circle whose central angle is 90° and radius 7 cm is 

(a) 35 cm 

(b) 25 cm 

(c) 77 cm 

(d) 7 cm 

2. In a circle of diameter 42 cm, if an arc subtends an angle of 60° at the centre, where π 

= 22/7 then length of arc is 

(a) 11 cm 

(b) 22/7 cm 

(c) 22 cm 

(d) 44 cm 
3. If the diameter of a semicircular protractor is 14 cm, then its perimeter is . 

(a) 27 cm 

(b) 36 cm 

(c) 18 cm 

(d) 9 cm 

4. If angle of sector is 60°, radius is 3.5 cm then length of the arc is 

(a) 3 cm 

(b) 3.5 cm 

(c) 3.66 cm 

(d) 3.8 cm 

5. If θ is the angle in degrees of a sector of a circle of radius  r , then area of the sector is 

 
6.  A horse is tied to a peg at one corner of a square shaped grass field of side 15 m by means of a 7 

m long rope. The area of that part of the field in which the horse can graze, is 

(a) 77 cm² 

(b) 77/2 cm² 

(c) 154 cm² 

(d) 77/4 cm² 

7. The radii of two circles are 4 cm and 3 cm respectively. The diameter of the circle having area 

equal to the sum of the areas of the two circles (in cm) is…. 

(a) 5 

(b) 7 

(c) 10 

(d) 14 

8. If the area of a circle is numerically equal to twice its circumference, then the diameter of the 

circle is 

(a) 4 units 

(b) n units 



(c) 8 units 

(d) 2 units 

9.  A circular wire of radius 42 cm is cut and bent into the form of a rectangle whose sides are in the 

ratio of 6: 5. The smaller side of the rectangle is 

(a) 30 cm 

(b) 60 cm 

(c) 70 cm 

(d) 80 cm 

10. The area of a quadrant of a circle whose circumference is 44 cm is ___ 
(a) 38.5 cm2 
(b) 32 cm2 
(c) 30.5cm2 
(d)  35 cm2 

                    ASSERTION AND REASONING  

a) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason (R) is the 

correct explanation of assertion (A). 

(b) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true but reason (R) is not 

the correct explanation of assertion (A). 

(c) Assertion (A) is true but reason (R) is false. 

(d) Assertion (A) is false but reason (R) is true. 

11.  Assertion (A): In a circle of radius 6 cm, the angle of a sector is 60°. 

Then the area of the sector is 132/7 cm2. 

Reason (R): Area of the circle with radius r is πr2. 
12.  

 Assertion (A): The length of the minute hand of a clock is 7 cm. Then 

the area swept by the minute hand in 5 minute is 77/6 cm2. 
Reason (R): The length of an arc of a sector of angle q and radius r is 

given by     l= θ/360 x2πr 

13. Area of a sector of a circle of radius 14 cm is 154 cm2. Find the length of the 

corresponding arc of the sector.  

14. A chord of a circle of radius 14 cm subtends an angle of 120° at the centre. Find 

the area of the corresponding minor segment of the circle. (Use π = 22/7 and √3 = 1.73 

15. Find the area of a sector of a circle of radius 5 cm, if the corresponding arc length 

is 3.5 cm. 



16. A chord of a circle of radius 10 cm subtends right angle at the centre of the circle. 

What will be the area of the corresponding major sector? (Given π = 3.14) 

17. The wheels of a car are of diameter 80 cm each. How many complete revolutions does 

each wheel make in 10 minutes when the car is travelling at a speed of 66 km per hour? 

18. If the adjoining figure is a sector of a circle of radius 10.5 𝑐𝑚, find the perimeter 

of the sector. (Take 𝜋 = 22 /7 )                                                      

                                           

19. In the Figure, PQ and AB are respectively the arcs of two concentric circles of a radii 7 cm and 

3.5 cm and centre O. If ∠POQ = 30°, then find the area of the shaded region. [Use π = 22/7 

20.  

 

 
 

21.  Fig. 11.17, ABCD is a trapezium with AB || DC, AB = 18 cm, DC = 32 

cm and distance between AB and DC = 14 cm. If arcs of equal radii 7 

cm with centres A, B, C and D have been drawn, then find the area of 

the shaded region of the figure 

                                                                                            

 



 

 

22. The circumference of a circle is the product of the constant π and the diameter of the circle.    

Circumference of a circle is 2πr            
A man starts running from a point A and reaches the same point after completing one complete 

round of a circle.The distance covered by him is that the circumference of a circle. The region 

inside the boundary is area of circle. 

Answer the following  

(a) The circumference of two circles are in the ratio 1:4 then ratio of their areas is … 

(i) 16:1  

(ii) 1:16 

(iii) 1:2 

(iv) 2:1 

(b) The area of circle is numerically equal to two times circumference ,then radius is is---(i) 0 cm   

(ii)2cm  (iii)4cm (iv)6cm 

(c) The area of a quadrant of a circle, circumference is 44cm 

(i) 81/2 sq.cm   (ii) 73/2sq.cm (iii) 77/2 sq.cm  (iv) √3 sq.cm 

(d) Length of the semi circle ,if diameter is 14cm. 

(i) 14π cm  (ii)   7π cm    (iii) 3.5 π cm      (iv) none of these 
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   CHAPTER-13                           SURFACE AREAS AND VOLUMES 

1. If the perimeter of one face of a cube is 20 cm, then its surface area is 

 (a) 120        (b) 150          (c) 125               (d) 400      

2. 

3.  

 
4. 

 
5. 

 

 
 

  

 



 
 
 
 

Answer the following questions: 

6. A vessel is in the form of a hemispherical bowl surmounted by a hollow cylinder of same 

diameter. The diameter of the hemispherical bowl is 14 cm and the total height of the 

vessel is 13 cm. Find the total surface area of the vessel. (Use   
  

 
 )             

7. A right circular cylinder and a cone have equal bases and equal heights. If their curved 

surface areas are in the ratio 8: 5, show that the ratio between  radius of their bases to 

their height is 3: 4.  

8. Four circular cylindrical vessels, each having a diameter 21 cm and height 38 cm are full 

of ice-cream. This ice-cream is to be filled in cones each of height 12 cm and diameter 7 

cm, having a hemispherical shape on the top. Find the total number of cones that can be 

filled with the ice-cream.  

9. A Cylinder, a cone and a hemisphere have same base and the same height .  find  the 

ratio and their volumes. 

10. A tent is in the shape of a cylinder surmounted by a conical top. If the height and 

diameter of the cylindrical part are 2.1 m and 4 m respectively, and the slant height of the 

top is 2.8 m, find the area of the canvas used for making the tent. Also, find the cost of the 

canvas of tent at the rate of Rs500 per m2. 

11. An ice - cream cone consists of a cone surmounted by a hemisphere. The radius of the 

hemisphere is 3.5 cm and height of the ice - cream cone is 12.5 cm. Calculate the volume 

of the ice – cream in the cone.  

12. Marbles of diameter 1.4 cm are dropped into a cylindrical beaker of diameter 7 
cm containing some water. Find the number of marbles that should be dropped into 
the beaker so that the water level rises by 5.6 cm.  

13. A right triangles whose sides are 15cm and 20cm is made to revolve about its 
hypotenuse . Find the volume  and the surface area  of the double cone so formed. 
(use         

 



 
 
 
 

14. The decorative block, made up of two solids – a cube and a hemisphere.    The base of 

the block is a cube of side 6 cm and the hemisphere fixed on the top has a diameter of 3.5 

cm.  Find the total surface area of the block. (Use   
  

 
 )             

15. A copper wire 3mm in diameter is wound about a cylinder whose length is                     

1.2m, and diameter 10cm , so as to cover the curved surface of the cylinder . Find the 

length and the mass of the wire, assuming the density of the the Copper wire to be 

8.88gram per cm 

16. A toy is in the form of a cone mounted on a hemi-sphere of same radius. The diameter 

of the base of the conical part is 7cm and the total height of the toy is 14.5cm. find the 

volume of the toy. 

17. From a cuboidal solid metallic block of dimensions 15cm x 10cm x 5cm a cylindrical 

hole of diameter 0.07m is drilled out. Find the surface area of the remaining block. (π= 

22/7) 

                        

18. A circus tent is in the form of a right circular cylinder with right circular cone  above it.  

i. The diameter and the height of the cylindrical part of the tent are 126m and 12m 

respectively. 

 ii. The total height of the tent is 28m. Find the total cost of the tent if the canvas used 

costs Rs.30 per sq.m.  



 
 
 
 

                              CASE STUDY BASED QUESTION 

19. 

 

 

               



 
 
 
 

20. 
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INTERNTIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL DAMMAM 

MATHEMATICS WORKSHEET   GRADE-X (2022-23) 

STATISTICS 

 

1. If the mean of 5 observations  x, x+2, x+4,x+6 and x+8 is 11, then find the value of x. 

2.  Find the mean of the numbers 1,2,3 ….n. 

3. The mean and mode of a data are 24 and 12 respectively. Find the median. 

4 Find the sum of lower limits of median class and modal class for the following distribution. 

Class 0 -5 5 -10 10 -15 15 -20 20 -25 

Frequency 10 15 12 20 9 
 

5 

 
6 Assertion: If the value of mode and mean is 60 and 66 respectively, then the value of median is  64. 

Reason: Median  = Mode + 2 Mean 

(a) Both assertion and Reason are correct and reason is the correct explanation for assertion. 

(b) Both assertion and Reason are correct and reason is not the correct explanation for assertion. 

(c) Assertion is correct but reason is wrong. 

(d) Assertion is incorrect but reason is correct. 
 

7 

 
8 

 
9 

 

 
10 

 



11 

 
12 

 
13 Calculate the median marks of the given distribution. 

Marks No. Of Students 

More than 65 24 

More than 60 54 

More than 55 74 

More than 50 90 

More than 45 96 

More than or equal to 40 100 
 

14 

 
(i) Identify the median class. 

(ii) Find the width of the class intervals. 

(iii) Calculate the mode of the given distribution. 



15 

 
(i) What is the lower limit of median class? 

(ii) What is the upper limit of modal class? 

(iii) Calculate the median of the class. 

 

 



INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL- DAMMAM 

CLASS X –MATHS (2022-23) 

PROBABILITY 

Multiple choice questions 

1. The probability that a number selected at random from the numbers 1, 2, 3, ......, 15 is a 

multiple of 4 is  

  (a) 4/15     (b) 2/15     (c) 1/15      (d) 1/5            

2. If an event cannot occur, then its probability is 

    (a) 1      (b) 3/4       (c) 1/2     (d) 0 

3. Which of the following cannot be the probability of an event?  

    (a) 1/3         (b) 0.1      (c) 3%        (d) 15/4 

4. Two coins are tossed simultaneously. The probability of getting at most one head is  

     (a) ¼        (b) ½         (c) 2/3       (d) 3/4 

5.  The P(A)   denotes the probability of an event A, then  

        (a) P (A) < 0           (b) P (A) > 1            (c) 0 ≤ P(A) ≤1           (d) -1 ≤P(A) ≤1 

6. A girl calculates that the probability of her winning the first prize in a lottery is 0.08. If 
6000 tickets are sold, then how many tickets has she bought?  

     (a) 40      (b) 240     (c) 480       (d) 750 

7. A single letter is selected at random from the word PROBABILITY. The probability that 

the selected letter is a vowel is 

 (a) 2/11      (b) 3/11       (c) 4/11     (d) 0 

8. The probability that a two digit number selected at random will be a multiple of 3 and 

not a multiple of 5 is  

  (a) 2/15      (b) 4/15      (c) 1/15     (d) 2/45 

9. Two dice are thrown together. The probability that sum of the two numbers will be a 

multiple of 4, is: 

         (a) ½        (b) 1/3         (c) 1/8        (d) ¼ 



10. A letter is chosen at random from the letters of the word ASSASSINATION, then the 

probability that the letter chosen is a vowel is in the form of   
6

2𝑥+1
, then x is equal to  

    (a) 5      (b) 6      (c) 7       (d) 8 

11. Assertion: If P(E) = 0.07, then   P(not E)  is 0.93 

    Reason : P(E) + P(not E) = 1 

a.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation for 
Assertion 

b.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is not the correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

c.) assertion is true but the reason is false. 

d.) both assertion and reason are false. 

12. Assertion : Two dice are thrown simultaneously. There are 11 possible outcomes and each 

of them has a probability  
1

11
. 

Reason : Probability of an event (E) is defined as P(E) =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓  𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠.
 

a.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is the correct explanation for 
Assertion 

b.) Both Assertion and Reason are correct and Reason is not the correct explanation for 
Assertion. 

c.) assertion is true but the reason is false. 

d.) assertion is false but the reason is true.. 
Subjective Questions 

1. What is the probability that a randomly taken leap year has 52 Sundays? 

2. A pair of dice is thrown once. What is the probability of getting  

(i) a doublet ? 

(ii) doublet of odd numbers. 

(iii) a number greater than 3 on each die 

(iv) a total of 6 or 7 of the numbers on two dice 
(v) product of two numbers on the top of the dice as 6. 

(vi) 5 at least once 

(vii) the sum on both dice less than 7 

3. Three different coins are tossed together. Find the probability of getting  

(i) exactly two heads, (ii) at least two heads (iii) at least two tails (iv) atmost two 

heads. 



4. From a pack of 52 playing cards, Jacks, Queens and Kings of red colour are removed. 

From the remaining, a card is drawn at random. Find the probability that drawn 
card is: (i) a black King (ii) a card of red colour (iii) a card of black colour. 

5. There are 100 cards in a bag on which numbers from 1 to 100 are written. A card is 

taken out from the bag at random. Find the probability that the number on the 

selected card (i) is divisible by 9 and is a perfect square (ii) is a prime number 
greater than 80. 

6. There are 100 cards in a bag on which numbers from 1 to 100 are written. A card is 

taken out from the bag at random. Find the probability that the number on the 

selected card (i) is divisible by 9 and is a perfect square (ii) is a prime number 
greater than 80. 

7. A card is drawn at random from a wellshuffled deck of playing cards. Find the 

probability that the card drawn is (i) A card of spade or an ace (ii) A black king (iii) 

Neither a jack nor a king (iv) Either a king or a queen 

8. The probability of selecting a rotten apple randomly from a heap of 900 apples is 

0.18. What is the number of rotten apples in the heap ? 

9. An integer is chosen between 70 and 100. Find the probability that it is (i) a prime 
number (ii) divisible by 7 

10. In the figure, a disc on which a player spins an arrow twice. The fraction a/b is 

formed, where a is the number of sector on which arrow stops on the first spin and 

‘b’ is the number of the sector in which the arrow stops on second spin. On each 
spin, each sector has equal chance of selection by the arrow. Find the probability 

that the fraction a/b > 1 

 
CASE STUDY 

 

1. Rohit wants to distribute chocolates in his class on his birthday. The chocolates are 
of three types: Milk chocolate, White chocolate and Dark chocolate. If the total 

number of students in the class is 54 and everyone gets a chocolate, then answer the 

following questions 

Q 1.  If the probability of distributing milk chocolates is 1/3, then find the number of 
milk chocolates Rohit has 

Q 2 If the probability of distributing dark chocolates is 4/9, then find the number of 

dark chocolates Rohit has. 
           Q 3 Find the probability of distributing both milk and white chocolates. 
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